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Abstract

There is a growing interest for relying on cleaner and more sustainable energy sources due to the negative side-effects of the dominant fossil-fuel based energy storage and conversion systems. Cleaner, electrochemical energy storage through lithium-ion batteries has gained considerable interest and market value for applications such as electric vehicles and renewable energy storage. However, capacity and rate (power) limitations of current lithium-ion battery technology hinder its ability to meet the high energy demands in a competitive and reliable fashion.

Silicon is an element with very high capacity to Li-ion storage although commercially impractical due to its poor stability and rate capabilities. Nevertheless, it has been heavily researched with more novel electrode nanostructures to improve its stability and rate capability. It was found that silicon nanomaterials such as silicon nanowires have inherently higher stability due to mitigation of cracking and higher rate capability due to the short Li-ion diffusion distance. However, electrode compositions based only on silicon nanowires without additional structural features and a high conductive support do not have enough stability and rate capability for successful commercialization. One structural and conductive support of silicon materials studied in literature is graphene. Graphene-based electrodes have been reported as material capable of rapid electron transport enabling new strides in rate capabilities for Li ion batteries.

This thesis presents a novel electrode nanostructure with a simple, inexpensive, scalable method of silicon nanowire synthesis on graphene nanosheets via nickel catalyst. The research herein shows the different electrode compositions and variables studied to yield the highest achievable capacity, stability and rate capability performance. The carbon coating methodology in addition
to enhancing the 3D conductivity of the electrode by replacing typical binders with pyrolyzed polyacrylonitrile provided the highest performance results.
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1. Introduction

The current world energy economy is heavily dependent on fossil fuels and non-renewable sources which are increasingly unsustainable and unfavorable due to a number of reasons. The continued increase in demand for oil paradoxically combined the rapid depletion of non-renewable oil resources is not promising for the future of energy. Air pollution due to fossil fuel emissions (e.g. CO₂) causes climate change and contaminating the air that society breathes. Water pollution through oil spills and petrochemical waste causes contamination of our water resources which in turn raises the energy demands due to the increasing need for water treatment facilities.

All these concerns, among others, were sufficient to generate enough interest for cleaner ways to meet our demands through energy storage and conversion without toxic emissions or stress on the environment. The dominant way to store chemical energy and convert it to various forms for human use such as electrical (electric power grid) and kinetic (transportation) is through fossil fuels. In urban centers, human transportation using automobiles is a very significant source of fossil fuel emissions and it dominates the different modes of transportation that exist today. Replacing the internal combustion engine (ICE) with a battery-powered electric motor in electric vehicles (EVs) would enable zero emission transportation.¹ Power systems based on sustainable energy sources instead of burning fossil fuels is also very desirable for the same benefit of minimizing harmful emissions.²
However, the limitations of current battery technologies have allowed only hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) to be widely commercialized. HEVs and PHEVs have both an ICE and a battery-powered electric motor so it still can release greenhouse gases, but nevertheless the hybrid system enables efficient fuel utilization with reduced emissions. Even then, the cost and performance limitations of current batteries in commercialized HEVs and PHEVs leave lots of room for much needed improvement.

Renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar, require highly efficient energy storage systems to be able to store and deliver energy on demand to enhance their ability to compete with fossil fuel based energy systems.\(^3\)

Lithium (Li) ion batteries are among the most promising candidates for this required improvement in energy storage due to their superior energy density in comparison with other battery chemistries such as nickel metal hydride (NiMH) and lead acid batteries. This is illustrated in Figure 1 below.
Both gravimetric (per mass) and volumetric (per volume) charge density of lithium ions are superior to all other compounds used in batteries. However there are some bottlenecks that still prevent the large scale commercialization of Li ion batteries for EVs and renewable energy storage, which are hoped to be addressed in this research.

### 1.1 Objectives and Motivations

This project aims to address some of the limitations of commercial LIBs with a novel electrode nanostructure. The first limitation is the limited capacity of the commercially available graphite-based LIBs that require massive weights of batteries in order to meet the energy needs of EVs and renewable energy storage. This bolsters the costs of such batteries making commercialization even more difficult. Secondly, safety concerns due to the flammability of both graphite electrodes and the electrolyte at high temperature make it difficult to use for applications where a lot of internal heating occurs, particularly in applications such as EVs.
Despite the improvement of cooling systems and safety mechanisms in laptop computers, for example, companies still issue recalls of batteries due to their safety issues.\(^6\)

Thirdly, they suffer from poor performance at high currents (rate of charge/discharge) which makes them impractical when high power is needed, and this relates to the poor rate capability of the graphite material whereby critical loss in capacity is observed upon significantly increasing the charge/discharge rate of the battery.\(^7\)

Silicon (Si) is a promising replacement to graphite due to its high capacity (4200 mAh g\(^{-1}\) theoretical maximum); over ten times that of graphite (372 mAh g\(^{-1}\))\(^8\) and also its stronger resistance to flammability. However, Si suffers from poor stability due to the high volume changes (> 300%) associated with the alloying mechanism in the lithiation of silicon as opposed to the intercalation mechanism in graphite (only 10%). These volume changes cause structural collapse and loss of electrical contact to both the current collector and conductive additives in the composite material leading to rapid capacity decay over subsequent charge/discharge cycles. Furthermore, silicon is a semiconducting material which, if used without conductive support, suffers from poor capacity and rate capability due to the lack of electrical pathways for charge carriers.

Many routes have been investigated to overcome these challenges. Various polymer binders have been demonstrated to be a stabilizing factor helping enhance the structural stability of the Si-based electrode through hydrogen bonding with the silicon surface.\(^9\) Introducing porosity to the silicon material was also found to accommodate the volume changes improving stability of the material, but also reducing the diffusion distance of Li ions allowing for higher charge/discharge
rates. Using nanomaterials (such as Si nanoparticles and nanowires) has been found to mitigate propagation of cracks from mechanical stress and hence have inherently higher stability.\textsuperscript{11}

Nano-sized silicon materials, such as Si NWs, were found to have shorter Li-ion diffusion distance and hence have higher rate capabilities. However, relying only on faster Li-ion diffusion is not sufficient. The rapid transport of electrons also contributes to the improved rate capability, and this was achieved through highly conductive additives such as carbon nanotubes and graphene nanosheets.\textsuperscript{12-14}

Furthermore, coating the silicon with a conductive material, such as amorphous carbon, was found to improve the coulombic efficiency of the silicon-based electrodes because of protecting the silicon active material from direct exposure to the electrolyte.\textsuperscript{15}

In this project, a novel electrode nanostructure is proposed whereby silicon nanowires (Si NW) are directly grown on graphene nanosheets by simple chemical vapor deposition (in atmospheric pressure) with the assistance of Nickel (Ni) nanoparticles (NPs) as a catalyst for growth. By growing Si NW on graphene, a direct path is provided for electric conduction to allow a synergistic improvement of rate capability through both the short diffusion distance of Li ions through Si NWs and the rapid transport of electrons on the graphene surface. Furthermore, by decorating the graphene sheets with well dispersed Ni NPs, it provides a template for growing well dispersed Si NWs preventing them from agglomerating together and hence, providing a buffer for volume change during charging and discharging to improve the stability. Using Ni instead gold (Au), which is the more common catalyst for SiNW growth, means a significant
reduction in cost and also avoiding some issues associated with Au in the battery as shall be discussed later. An illustration of the SiNW-G material is shown in the figure below.

![Illustration of forming the SiNW-G material](image)

**Figure 2: Illustration of forming the SiNW-G material**

### 1.2 Organization of Thesis

This thesis which explores the optimal performance achievable with the SiNW-G electrode nanostructure is divided into five sections. Section 1, which is this one, introduces the topic with the overview of the objectives of this research and the importance of this work in addressing some limitations of LIBs with a novel electrode nanostructure. Section 2 is intended to provide the necessary background information and literature review of the theory behind the LIB operation, and the properties and synthesis methodologies of both SiNWs and Graphene. Section 3 provides the background information regarding the equipment used for synthesis and material characterization. Both sections 2 and 3 are intended to provide a solid foundation to be able to understand the results discussed in the sections that follow. Section 4 discusses the electrochemical testing techniques and results of electrochemical testing with different electrode compositions, and concluding with the optimal electrode composition. Finally, section 5 provides a summary of this project and a discussion on the future direction of this work.
2. Background Information

2.1 Lithium ion batteries

2.1.1 Li ion battery principle

Batteries are energy systems that contain one or more electrochemical cells which convert stored chemical energy to electrical energy. Lithium-Ion Battery (LIB) is a class of rechargeable batteries that use lithium reactions in both positive and negative electrodes which can reversibly host and release lithium ions, as illustrated by Figure 3 below. They were preceded by lithium batteries which utilize metallic lithium instead of a lithium host. Lithium batteries were found to be unsafe due to dendrite formation over the lithium metal after a few cycles that eventually cut through the separators and cause a short-circuit. Lithium-Ion Batteries, on the other hand, use a lithium compound as a cathode material (such as Lithium Cobalt Oxide, shown as Li$_{x-1}$CoO$_2$ in the figure) which is inherently safer without dendrite formation issues.
The most commonly used anode in the LIB industry is a carbon graphite anode (shown as Li\textsubscript{x}C in the figure above).

When a cell is manufactured, it is initially at a discharged state with LiCoO\textsubscript{2} at the cathode and graphite (C) at the anode. Energy is then stored in the battery by charging it using an external power source.

During charging, as a current is applied through an external power supply, the graphite electrode (C) becomes the cathode (+) where reduction occurs, and the LiCoO\textsubscript{2} electrode becomes the anode (-) where oxidation occurs, as illustrated with the redox reactions below:
Now the battery is ready to be used as a power source to release the energy stored to a load (such as a light bulb). This time, the Li$_{1-x}$CoO$_2$ electrode behaves as the cathode (+) and the lithiated graphite (Li$_x$C) electrode behaves as the anode (-). (Graphite anode and Lithium cobalt oxide cathode is the naming convention used in the battery industry). The following redox reactions take place when the circuit is closed with a load (e.g. light bulb), leading to current flow:

**Reduction at Cathode (+):**

\[ C + x \text{ Li}^+ + x \text{ e}^- \rightarrow C_x\text{Li} \]

**Oxidation at Anode (-):**

\[ \text{LiCoO}_2 \rightarrow \text{Li}_{1-x}\text{CoO}_2 + x \text{ Li}^+ + x \text{ e}^- \]

What drives the discharge is the electromotive force (EMF) due to the excess electrons found in the unstable lithiated graphite (C$_x$Li) which have a high drive to lose those electrons. In addition, the positive charge generated after the LiCoO$_2$ lose electrons to become Li$_{1-x}$CoO$_2$ makes it more energetically favorable to gain electrons, and that too has its own EMF. The potential difference across the positive and negative terminals is also known as the EMF. The combined EMF for a typical Li ion battery made from graphite and LiCoO$_2$ is 3.6 V \(^{16}\), which explains why commercial Li ion cells commonly provide between 3 to 4 V, and a battery made of 4 cells for a laptop computer would provide 12 V.
As the battery is discharged, the potential difference keeps decreasing due to charge neutralization, and the battery is “depleted” when that potential difference reaches zero and the initial state of the material is restored. The battery is then ‘recharged’ by using an external power supply as done initially to oxidize the LiCoO$_2$ and reduce the graphite and so on and so forth. One cycle is completed after a full charge and discharge are done, and a battery’s ability to retain capacity over several cycles is a measure of its stability, also known as capacity retention.

Large loads require more current to be drawn from the battery, and the discharge/charge rate will therefore increase and the battery will deplete faster (smaller time, t). If the capacity of the battery (relates to the energy, E) does not drop too much after increasing the current drawn, this means it has a high rate capability, and can deliver high amounts of power ($P = E/t$)

The standard representation of the rate capability of the battery is through the charge rate (C rate). The C rate is based on the time it takes for a full charge to occur, and it can be calculated based on the current applied and maximum reversible capacity. For example, if the reversible capacity of the composite is 2000 mAh/g, then 1C would be a current density of 2000 mA/g, and 0.1C would be 200 mA/g. For 1C at 2000 mA/g it would take 1 hour to reach the maximum capacity (usually less than 1 hour due to the capacity drop associated with increasing the rate), and for 0.1C rate it would take 10 hours to reach the maximum capacity. If the full silicon capacity is considered (4200 mAh/g) then 1 C would be equivalent to 4200 mA/g.$^{13}$

### 2.2 Silicon nanowires

Silicon nanowires (Si NWs) are cylindrical/wire morphologies of silicon usually below 100 nm in diameter and several µm in length. The first publication of silicon wire growth was by
Treuting and Arnold in 1957\textsuperscript{17} at a time when they were commonly referred to as ‘silicon whiskers’ or ‘filamentary silicon’ and often much larger than 100 nm in diameter. What features Si NWs can provide for LIBs and the synthesis method will be discussed in the following section.

2.2.1 Si NWs electrochemical properties: Why Si NWs for LIB?

Nanostructured Si materials such as Si NWs and Si NPs have several advantages over bulk Si materials in terms of electrochemical properties. Firstly, the nano-sized diameters have shorter Li-ion diffusion distance and higher resistance to crack propagation\textsuperscript{18}, allowing for more efficient charge transport and higher mechanical stability (respectively).

The 1D nano-structure of Si NWs is what sets them apart from Si NPs. The advantage can be clearly realized when the direct growth of vertically aligned Si NWs on conductive templates have enabled even higher efficiency of charge transport due to the improved electrical contact and even further reduction of Li-ion diffusion pathways. One example of this is Si NWs directly grown on stainless steel current collector as developed by Chan et al.\textsuperscript{19}

2.2.2 Silicon nanowire synthesis method

There are two main approaches of preparing silicon nanowires: the bottom up approach and the top down approach. The bottom-up approach, which was the approach first used in history, involves the growth of wires on a nano-sized catalyst (or ‘seed’) where silicon preferentially deposits and grows in a Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) setup.\textsuperscript{20} This catalyst is usually a metal nanocrystal on a substrate as per the Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS)\textsuperscript{21} or Vapor-Solid-Solid
(VSS) mechanisms, but it can also be silicon oxide nucleation cites formed in situ at high temperature as per the Oxide Assisted Growth (OAG) mechanism. The Supercritical Fluid - Liquid - Solid (SFLS) mechanism has also been used which replaces the gas phase with a liquid at supercritical temperature and pressure. This is a solution-based synthesis of SiNWs which is easier to scale up for industrial scale production and hence garnered some research interest.

The top-down approach usually involves the chemical etching of silicon substrates creating void channels that leave behind nanowire morphologies. This is achieved through metal-assisted (electroless) or anodic (electrical) etching with Hydrofluoric Acid (HF). However, this approach involves costly consumption of material and the use of costly and environmentally toxic etchants like HF, and it cannot be used for the direct synthesis of silicon nanowires on graphene and hence does not fit the goal of this research.

In VLS growth of Si NWs, the vapor phase contains a silicon precursor such as Silane, SiH$_4$, or silicon tetrachloride, SiCl$_4$. If SiCl$_4$ is used, a reducing agent, usually H$_2$ gas is also needed to produce silicon and give off HCl as a by-product. It is also known as Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) of SiCl$_4$, in which the following reaction occurs:  

$$\text{SiCl}_4 (g) + 2\text{H}_2 (g) \rightarrow \text{Si} (s) + 4\text{HCl} (g)$$  

Other research reports have used vaporized zinc as a reducing agent instead of H$_2$ which is less expensive and simultaneously functions as the seed catalyst for the wire growth. However this
was found to not be suitable for this project because it would be difficult to homogenously distribute non-agglomerated zinc seeds on the graphene nanosheets that way, and this would make it difficult to yield well-dispersed silicon nanowires on graphene. It was determined that it’s best to first synthesize well dispersed metal nanoparticles on graphene prior to silicon nanowire growth. There are enough reports on dispersed metal nanoparticles on graphene which show that the preparation method is simple and very successful. 29-32

In addition, it was determined that the SiCl₄ + H₂ system would be most suitable due to safety concerns that were found with SiH₄ which required specialized equipment to be able to work with SiH₄ safely that were not available.

The following sections will describe the advantages of using Nickel catalyst instead of Gold for SiNW growth and a detailed discussion about the growth mechanism.

2.2.3 Advantages of Nickel (Ni) over Gold (Au) in Li ion battery Applications

The most commonly used metal for Si NW growth is gold, Au, because of its high resistance to oxidation and lower temperature required for Si NW growth compared to other metals. Furthermore, the use of Au in the electronics industry has been quite well established with cost-effective performance. However, it would be erroneous to assume that the same thing is applicable for the Li-ion battery industry.

In addition to its high cost, gold has been found to be undesirable for the Li-ion batteries 33 due to its capacity loss effect, especially at higher charge/discharge rates, which would work counterproductively with the goal of achieving high rate capability material. This problem can be
avoided by adding a gold etching step before using in the battery, but that adds more cost and complication to the process.

On the other hand, nickel (Ni) is a much cheaper material that is commonly used in high performance energy storage devices such as fuel cells, supercapacitors and batteries. More specifically it has also been studied with both silicon and graphene in Li-ion battery anodes with performance-boosting features. This also removes the need for any Ni etching steps which would otherwise add more complication and cost to the process. Furthermore, synthesis of Ni NPs is much easier and cost-effective than Au NP synthesis. No sputtering techniques or lengthy reflux reactions are required.

2.2.4 The Au-Si system versus Ni-Si system

For VLS growth with the Au-Si system, the reaction temperature must be above the eutectic which is 363 °C as shown in the phase diagram below.
For the SiCl₄ precursor, higher temperature is required to also break the Si-Cl bonds and hence typically it is done above 800 °C (the Si-H bonds in SiH₄ are weaker and hence can be broken at lower temperatures. This partially explains the reason for SiH₄ being more unstable and dangerous to work with than SiCl₄).

The Au seed catalyzes the above reaction making the silicon preferentially deposit on the Au seeds forming Au-Si alloy NPs which become liquid when the Si portion is around 15 % (atomic). As the Si portion increases, the solid silicon phase starts forming and it keeps growing at the Au-Si interface resulting in wire formation, as illustrated in Figure 6 a) below.

The eutectic point for the Si-Ni system is 993 °C which is much higher than that of the Au-Si system as shown in Figure 5. However the Ni-Si phase diagram has many more phases including silicide phases below the eutectic point. These silicide phases give the opportunity of enabling silicon wire growth below the eutectic point where the seed particles are still in the solid phase.
This is referred to as Vapor-Solid-Solid (VSS) growth.\textsuperscript{22} This phenomenon was also observed with the Ti-Si system which has similar properties with Ni in terms of SiNW growth.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{Figure 5: The Nickel-Silicon phase diagram}\textsuperscript{37}

The main advantage of using lower temperatures is that it allows smaller wire diameters because at higher temperatures the Ni NP seed increase in size due to Ostwald ripening. Zhang et al. found that 900\textdegree C was the optimal temperature for Si NW growth using Ni NP catalyst and SiCl\textsubscript{4} + H\textsubscript{2} system.\textsuperscript{38}

It is important to note that such VSS grown wires were found to contain more crystal defects which tend to yield more randomly oriented nanowires as opposed to straight nanowires\textsuperscript{21} (as
illustrated in Figure 6 b). Having crystal defects is a concern if the Si NWs are to be used in an electronic device, but that is not the case in an electrochemical cell where the Si material becomes amorphous anyway after the first cycle. Ensuring that the surface of Si NWs are well attached to the surface of a graphene nanosheets was determined to be more important for improved electrical contact, and that would be better achieved with smaller nanowires that are compatible with the size of the graphene nanosheets, and hence VSS growth of Ni-seeded Si NW at 900°C was used for this work.

![Figure 6: Si nanowire growth from a) gold seed undergoing VLS and b) nickel seed undergoing VSS](image)

### 2.3 Graphene

Graphene is a single layer of hexagonally-arranged sp² carbon atoms. Graphene layers are most commonly found in nature stacked in the form of graphite, which is a well known carbon-based electrical conductor. It was found that exfoliating graphite to isolate the graphene layers boosted the electrical and thermal conductivity of the material. Graphene has much higher electron mobility (200000 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹) than graphite (20000 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹) which has attracted interest for electrical applications.³⁹ For Li-ion batteries, a high electron mobility contributes to better rate capability. Graphene can show much better performance than graphite at higher charge/discharge rates due to these reasons.⁴⁰
Another attractive aspect of graphene, theoretically, is that it can take lithium ions from both sides, and this a strong reason for it having higher capacity than other carbon-based materials such as carbon nanotubes. The capacity contribution of graphene, besides the structural and electrical support, also adds more benefit for LIBs.

Several research groups investigated graphene support with silicon as anode material for Li ion batteries. However, they separately synthesize silicon then physically mix it with graphene as opposed to directly growing silicon nanowires on graphene. Nevertheless, the reported advantages include enhancing the reversible capacity of silicon due to enhanced accessibility to Li ions and improving the stability due to accommodating the volume expansion of the silicon.

It was generally found that increasing the graphene content improves the stability but with the cost of sacrificing capacity and first cycle coulombic efficiency. The capacity of graphene is lower than silicon as previously discussed, but also it has inherently lower first cycle coulombic efficiency due to the fact that Li ions get trapped into the defect sites in graphene which does not occur with silicon. Therefore, usually an optimal ratio of silicon and graphene are usually investigated to maximize capacity and first cycle efficiency while maintaining stability.

One of the drawbacks of graphene, most significant for LIB, is that the very high conductivity is only in 2D. When considering 3D electrode designs, some inter-sheet electronic pathway could also be considered. Evidently, research has been done to incorporate carbon nanotubes with graphene to improve its performance for LIB.
There are different ways of producing graphene, the method used in this research is the chemical modification of graphite to graphitic oxide followed by thermal reduction to graphene, also known as reduced graphene oxide. This method was deemed to be the most suitable to deposit well-defined and distributed Ni NPs as a suitable template for silicon nanowire growth. It was also found to have the most attractive scalability due to the solution-based synthesis.47
3. Materials synthesis and characterization

3.1 SiNW on Graphene synthesis

To fabricate well dispersed nickel nanoparticles on graphene, graphene oxide (GO) was first synthesized by the modified hummer’s method\textsuperscript{47}, followed by mixing with nickel nitrate hexahydrant, then SiCl\textsubscript{4} CVD. Each process is described in detail in the following.

3.1.1 GO synthesis

5g graphite powder is mixed with 900 mL concentrated H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4} and 100 mL concentrated H\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} in a conical flask and stirred for 30 minutes. 45 g of KMnO\textsubscript{4} are slowly added and mixed for additional 15 minutes. The temperature is raised to 50 °C and left to stir for 16 hours at 1200 rpm. The oil bath is then replaced with an ice bath to cool down the solution, and 1L of DDI water is slowly added. 50 mL of H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} is then added and the final solution is centrifuged and washed with DDI water, HCl, ethanol and finally DDI water again until the solution reaches pH 7. The final solution was then freeze dried to obtain GO powder. This was based on the modified hummer’s method.
Figure 7: (a) Starting graphite powder and (b) resulting Graphitic Oxide (GO) powder

**Graphene-Ni NPs and SiNW synthesis**

Nickel nitrate hexahydrant, Ni(NO$_3$)$_2$.6H$_2$O, 0.1 M 250 µL was then added to 150 mg GO dispersed in water and the mixture was sonicated for 1 hour then left to dry at 60 °C under magnetic stirring. The GO-Nickel Nitrate material was then heated to 700 °C under Argon atmosphere for 1 hour inside the furnace system illustrated in Figure 8 below (but without the SiCl$_4$ injected yet). The temperature was then increased to 900 °C and H$_2$ gas was for purged for 30 minutes at 500 sccm.
SiCl₄ precursor was then injected into the bypass setup. Typically, 300 µL of SiCl₄ is injected for 15 mg of Graphene/Ni. After the SiCl₄ is completely depleted, toluene can be then injected (typically 50 µL for 300 µL of SiCl₄) if a carbon coating is required. The furnace was then left to cool down after the reaction was complete.

Toluene was chosen due to three main reasons: 1) it can vaporize easily and get carried by the carrier gas into the CVD system, 2) it selectively deposits amorphous carbon layers to cover the Si surface due to pi-bond interaction, and 3) there are no oxygen or water by products during thermal decomposition of toluene which would otherwise cause unwanted reactions or oxidation on the Si surface. Benzene is another alternative carbon precursor with very similar properties and has also been used in silicon carbon coating. Figure 9 below shows the sample after heat treatment without SiCl₄ CVD and after SiCl₄ CVD.
3.2 Material Characterization Techniques

3.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to study the morphology of the SiNW-G material at the submicron and >10 nm scale. It is a useful technique with simple sample preparation and fast equipment operation. The only limitation is that samples must be conductive. For non-conductive samples, such as polymers, gold coating is required which makes sample preparation more complex, but this is not an issue for the SiNW-G material.

Electron interaction with the sample is the basis for SEM operation. A primary electron is emitted from an emission source, and a beam of electrons is generated due to the potential difference between the source and cathode. The electron beam energy typically ranges from 0.2 kV to 40 kV. Several magnetic segments focus this electron beam travelling through a column to achieve different spot sizes (typically 0.4 nm to 5 nm) for different resolutions.
As the electron beam hits the sample, two main types of electrons are emitted: Secondary and Backscattered electrons. Secondary electrons are generated from the primary electrons causing ionization of the sample, and this occurs very close to the surface of the sample. Secondary electrons therefore carry \textit{surface topology} information to investigate the morphology of the sample. Backscattered electrons, on the other hand, are generated from (inelastic) scattering of the primary electrons by the nuclei of atoms in the sample, which carry information about the atomic number of elements in the sample. Together, both secondary and backscattered electrons are used to generate the SEM images.

In order to construct an SEM image, the electron beam is scanned over the sample area to be imaged in a line-by-line fashion and scattered electrons are detected with varying signal strengths reflecting different surface topologies.

X-rays can also be emitted due to the interaction of the primary electron beam with the sample, and therefore X-Ray detectors can also be installed with the SEM equipment enabling element identification. This part of the SEM machine is commonly referred to as Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX).

Specifically in this work, SEM was used to confirm the presence of nanowire morphologies attached to exfoliated graphene sheets.
3.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to study the SiNW-G material with higher resolution. High resolution TEM can actually be used to measure lattice spacing of material and differentiate crystalline surfaces from amorphous surfaces which is very useful to characterize amorphous coatings due oxides or carbon.

The sample preparation for TEM requires dilute dispersion of the sample in a solvent like ethanol or methanol and transferring a very thin layer of material on specialized copper grids. It is much more sensitive to contamination than SEM and hence requires more care and time to prepare.

Like SEM, TEM is also based on electron interaction with the sample. A primary electron beam is also generated in the same way like SEM except with much higher kinetic energy ranging from 100 kV to 400 kV. The magnetic segments in the TEM column are capable of forming spot sizes in the angstrom scale.\textsuperscript{51}

The higher energy electron beam for TEM penetrates the sample much deeper. Some electrons are scattered while others go right through the sample. To image the sample, contrast information is provided by the difference in energy from electrons after the primary electron beam hits the sample. The crystal structure of materials can be imaged with the higher energy electrons because the interactions occur with both the valence electrons in the atomic shell and the atomic nuclei.
TEM has more capabilities over SEM such as the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) studies and Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS). With shorten wavelengths of TEM these techniques can provide addition information regarding material composition and chemical bonding. EDX can also be carried out due to the presence of X-ray but with greater accuracy. This is especially useful when supported with colored mapping of each element giving very conclusive information regarding the distribution of elements on the material being imaged.

Finally, one of the strongest features of TEM if it has even higher resolution capabilities, referred to as High Resolution TEM (HRTEM). This technique allows the imaging of crystal lattice of the sample and it operates through the interference of primary electron beams (wave property).

Specifically, in this work TEM was used to confirm the Ni seeded SiNW growth mechanism by differentiating the Si segment from the Ni particle which was difficult to do with SEM alone. It was also used to reveal the carbon coating which is an amorphous layer that can be differentiated from the crystalline silicon layer at high resolution. EDX was also used alongside the TEM image to further confirm the elements silicon, nickel and carbon and their distribution on the nanomaterial.

3.2.3 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a common technique used for chemical identification and obtaining information regarding the crystal structure of the sample. XRD was primarily used in this study to confirm that the intended pure silicon nanowires were formed instead of other material or
silicon compounds such as silicon carbide or silicon oxide which have different crystallographic information and signature XRD patterns. It would be very difficult to do that by relying only on EDX element identification technique provided with SEM and TEM.

The XRD operation principle relies on radiating X-rays on the sample which interacts with the atoms and lattice spaces between the atoms, and this is possible due to the small wavelength of X-rays. This provides information on the order of atoms, or the lack thereof. The sample is fixed on a base, called goniometer, upon which the X-rays are radiated as it rotates in a pre-set range of angles. Diffraction of X-rays occur at certain angles, called the Bragg angles, where the distance traveled by the X-rays reflected from lattice planes differs by an integer number, n, of wavelengths.\(^5\) Constructive interference occurs, leading to the formation of diffraction patterns with varying intensity at different Bragg angles. The XRD result plots the intensity versus the angle, and signature patterns can be used to identify the material present. A table of Silicon and Nickel signature patterns are provided below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>d (Å)</th>
<th>hkl</th>
<th>2θ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.524</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.492</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td>36.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.035</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.762</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td>51.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.576</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.439</td>
<td>211</td>
<td></td>
<td>64.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.246</td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
<td>76.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.175</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Si</th>
<th>d (Å)</th>
<th>hkl</th>
<th>2θ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.13552</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.92011</td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
<td>47.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.63747</td>
<td>311</td>
<td></td>
<td>56.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.35722</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
<td>69.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.24593</td>
<td>331</td>
<td></td>
<td>76.377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.10857</td>
<td>422</td>
<td></td>
<td>88.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.04517</td>
<td>511</td>
<td></td>
<td>94.954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.96005</td>
<td>440</td>
<td></td>
<td>106.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.91799</td>
<td>531</td>
<td></td>
<td>114.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8587</td>
<td>620</td>
<td></td>
<td>127.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8282</td>
<td>533</td>
<td></td>
<td>136.897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Reference XRD data for Ni (left) and Si (right)\(^5\)
The hkl numbers are conventional representations of unique lattice planes, each plane corresponding to different inter-atomic lattice spacing, \( d \).

Different monochromatic X-Ray sources can be used for different X-Ray energies. The XRD machine used in this project generates Copper K-\(\alpha\) X-ray radiation, which has a wavelength of 1.54 Å. With this information, the lattice spacing for silicon can be calculated, governed by the equation below.

\[
2 * d * \sin(2\theta) = \lambda
\]

Specifically, in this work XRD was used to confirm that the synthesized material is pure silicon and not other silicon compounds such as silicon oxide or silicon carbide, which would be difficult to determine through EDX-supported TEM alone. It was also used to confirm the nanoparticles on graphene were indeed nickel nanoparticles and not nickel oxide.

### 3.2.4 Raman Spectroscopy

The operation of Raman Spectroscopy is based on scattering of monochromatic light. Inelastic scattering from different materials give useful information for chemical identification and specifically for carbon materials it can determine the structural character of graphitic carbons and stresses on core materials coated with carbon shell. Typically, a compound light microscope is used with a monochromatic light beam. A normal light source is used when the sample is being fixed on the stage of the microscope and image focusing is done. After aligning and focusing on the sample is complete, the chamber is closed and the normal light source is turned off so that only the monochromatic light source radiates on the sample. Photons absorbed by the sample cause the molecules to vibrate, rotate, and bend with different states, which correspond to different wavelengths of inelastic scattered light.\(^{54}\) A filter is used to remove the elastic scattered
light, and a detector is used to receive signals from inelastic scattered light. The intensity of emitted light versus the wavenumber (cm\(^{-1}\)) is plotted, and the resulting spectrums can be compared with signature reference spectrums for material identification. Shifting of reference wavenumber values can occur due to external stresses which may be identified to reveal core-shell structures.\(^{55}\) This was used to confirm the presence of carbon coating shell on the silicon nanowires. Furthermore, the presence of graphene nanosheets, instead of graphite, was also determined by the characteristic band patterns that differentiate graphene from graphite powder.

Specifically, in this work Raman Spectroscopy was used to confirm the carbon coating on silicon through the peak shifting effect, and also characterize the graphene after the SiNW deposition.

### 3.2.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), as its name suggests, is a simple technique which operates by monitoring the mass changes of a sample with temperature. This can be done in either nitrogen or air, with varying heating rates and maximum temperature. TGA is useful to determine the mass ratio of material in a composite. For this project, carbon materials can be totally burned off in air at high temperature while the silicon material remains. This was used to accurately determine the amount of graphene present in the SiNW-G composite. Fast heating rate of 25°C/min up to 850°C was done to burn away all the graphene. Due to the slight mass increase of silicon oxidation, there is still some error and hence this still gives a close estimate.

Specifically, in this work TGA was used to determine the weight % of carbon (graphene) in the silicon nanowire/graphene composite.
3.1.6 Electrode preparation technique

The electrode preparation step is a critical step required before the SiNW-G material can be tested inside a Lithium-ion cell. The SiNW-G powder must be uniformly coated and remain intact and stable on a current collector for electron transport to occur reversibly. The standard anode current collector used in industry is copper foil due to its excellent conductivity, relatively low cost, and its stability at low voltage without reacting with Li ions. The figure below shows a uniform coating or “cast” of SiNW-G material with 20wt% NaCMC and 20wt% Carbon Super P on copper foil.

![Copper foil with SiNW-G material](image)

Figure 10: SiNW-G material casted on copper foil with doctor blade

The method of electrode preparation can greatly affect the performance of the material. There are three areas of electrode design that are studied in this section: 1) the Si/Graphene ratio in the
electrode can affect the capacity and stability of the material with a high Si amount expected to give higher capacity but lower stability, and lower Si amount expected to give lower capacity but higher stability. (2) The effect of carbon coating will also be investigated. (3) The type of polymer binder used can influence the overall structural stability and conductivity of the material.

3.1.7 Coin cell assembly

For electrochemical testing, the same conditions will be applied for all the batches studied. A coin cell is assembled with a metallic lithium cathode, Celgard polypropene separator and 1 M LiPF$_6$ in 6:3:1 (by weight) EC:DMC:FEC organic solvent as the electrolyte. EC and DMC are standard electrolyte solvents used in industry. FEC was used because it was found to stabilize the SEI layer on Si surfaces. These components are assembled inside an Argon-filled glove box with O$_2$ and H$_2$O levels < 0.5 ppm to ensure no humidity can reach inside the cell and cause side reactions and short-circuiting. After the parts are assembled as illustrated in Figure 12 below, the cell is sealed using a crimper. The coin cell size is 20mm diameter and 3.2 mm thickness (coded as 2032) in the figure shown below.

![Coin cell dimensions](image)

**Figure 11: Coin cell dimensions**
The assembled coin cell is tested with a cycler which can test the battery with charge/discharge cycles. The desired current values, voltage limits (typically 0.01-2V for SiNW-G) and testing conditions are input in the software. For discharge, the cycler applies current and monitors and records the voltage (in mV) and capacity (in mAh) every time interval (typically 60 s) until the low voltage limit is reached (typically 0.05 - 0.01 V). For charge, the cycler draws reverse current and likewise monitors and records the data every time interval until the upper voltage limit is reached (typically 1.5 V - 2 V). The voltage vs capacity curves can be plotted based on
this time-interval data. Capacity vs cycle plots can also be extracted from the software based on the “cycle data” which gives the total capacity (in mAh) per discharge/charge cycle.

The current calculated is based on the active material mass. All cells are first cycled at the lowest current value of 0.1 A/g to see the maximum reversible capacity the active material before testing the rate capability or stability at higher current. For example, if the active material on the electrode weighs 0.5 mg (which is a typical value), then the current value set in the cycler to get 0.1 A/g would be 0.05 mA.

The Specific Capacity, in mAh/g, is also calculated based on the active material mass. The cycler results give capacity values in mAh which is divided by the mass in grams (in this case it would be 0.005 g) to obtain the Specific Capacity values in mAh g\(^{-1}\).

3.1.9 Cyclic Voltammetry

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV), also known as linear sweep voltammetry, differs from the battery cycler in that the current is not constant. Linearly changing voltage is applied to the cell which discharges the cell to a pre-set low voltage limit (0.01V) and charges it to a pre-set high voltage limit (2 V) while measuring and recording the output current.\(^5\) CV curves can reveal more information about the electrochemical behavior of the material and can be compared with fingerprint curves reported in literature. For this project, the most significant behavior would be that of silicon. Furthermore, CV is very important for the first couple of cycles because it reveals
the difference in patterns after activation of material with lithium and, in this case, the conversion of crystalline silicon to amorphous silicon.

Specifically, in this work CV was used to reveal the lithiation and delithiation of silicon at the different voltage ranges as reported in literature.\textsuperscript{55} This was used to further confirm that silicon is the dominant active material in the voltage range used.

\subsection*{3.1.10 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy}

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is a technique used to study the resistance and capacitance inside the cell. An equivalent circuit can be modelled for the lithium-ion cell (Figure 13) with components described as follows. Resistance associated with electrolyte solution (R\textsubscript{s}), charge transfer (R\textsubscript{ct}), and diffusion (Warburg diffusion resistance, W) can all be determined and modelled. Capacitance associated with electrolyte double layer (C\textsubscript{dl}) and Solid Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) film (C\textsubscript{SEI}) can also be determined.

![Figure 13: Equivalent circuit for a Lithium-ion cell with SEI formation (adapted from Reddy et al.\textsuperscript{57})](image)
This technique works by applying a small AC signal with pre-set amplitude value (typically 5-10 mV) on the cell. The impedance, $Z$, of that signal can be calculated over a frequency range (in this project 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz was used) and the resulting curve plotted by the real and imaginary component of impedance (as shown in Figure 14), called a Nyquist plot, can reflect the resistive and capacitive components of the cell, respectively. This technique is useful when comparing cells with different electrode structures to determine which has the least resistance and superior 3D conductivity. It is also useful to measure the EIS curve at different cycles of the same cell to observe the changes in internal resistance of the battery with number of cycles.

Specifically, in this work EIS was used to prove that the internal resistance of the battery is lowest with the silicon nanowire / graphene composite compared to only silicon nanowires.
3.2 Structural and chemical characterization of optimal batch

The optimal batch was done after investigating the effect of silicon-graphene ratio, carbon coating and changing the polymer binder on capacity and stability (please see studies in section 4). The optimal batch was found with ~50wt% graphene, carbon coated silicon nanowires and using pyrolyzed polyacrynotrile (PPAN) binder to enhance the 3D conductivity of the electrode, as illustrated in the figure below.

![Illustration of optimal batch of carbon coated SiNW-G with PPAN to enhance 3D conductivity of the electrode](image)

The following sections show the material characterization of this batch. More detailed discussion on the electrochemical characterization is found in section 4.3 and 4.4.

3.2.1 Morphology Characterization

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) were done to show the morphology of the material and the nanostructure. Figure 16 shows an SEM image
of Ni NPs on graphene which reveal 30 to 90 nm particle sizes, with most particles closer to 30-50 size range, which is reinforced with a larger area SEM image shown in Figure 17 (a).

![Figure 16: (a) SEM image of NiNPs on graphene and (b) Higher resolution SEM of NiNPs on Graphene](image)

According to both VLS and VSS mechanisms, the Si NW diameter should be controlled by the seed diameter which is exactly what is observed with SiNM diameters in the 30 to 90 nm diameter range but mostly 30-50 nm sizes as shown in Figure 17 a-c). Furthermore, the images show that SiNWs were very well bound to the graphene nanosheets and not agglomerated together. It’s important to note that the TEM sample was prepared through ultrasonic dispersion in ethanol yet the SiNWs remain intact with the graphene nanosheets indicating strong binding and no less of electrical contact through material processing.

High resolution TEM further revealed crystalline silicon nanowires and a very thin amorphous carbon coating layer as shown in Figure 17 d).
Figure 17: a) SiNW grown on graphene (SiNW-G), b) TEM image of SiNW-G, c) HAADF-TEM (High-Angle Annular Dark-Field) of SiNW-G, and d) High Resolution TEM (HRTEM) of C-coated SiNW and the inset is the FFT diffraction pattern

3.2.2 Chemical identification

Chemical identification was done using EDS elemental mapping, X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy.

EDS elemental mapping was done on the HAADF-TEM image as shown in Figure 18. It clearly shows SiNWs covered and supported by carbon, and Ni concentrated at the tip of the wire
reinforcing the Ni-seeded mechanism of growth. The small amount of oxygen that is not concentrated on the wires points to that the lack of oxidation of SiNWs which can due to the protective carbon layer and the erosion of any oxides by the HCl by-product of SiCl₄ reduction.

Figure 18: (a) HAADF-TEM of SiNW-G with EDX elemental mapping of the elements (b) Si, (c) Ni, (e) C, and (f) O and all elements in (d).

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) of the G-NiNPs shown in Figure 19 (b) clearly showed characteristic Ni peaks at 2θ values 25.3°, 36.0°, and 44.5° for the 100, 111 and 200 planes, respectively. A stronger and broader graphene peak was also shown at ~ 24° for the 002 plane. This can indicate that the Ni is not completely covering the graphene otherwise the Ni peaks would be stronger and the graphene peak would be weaker.
Figure 19 (a) XRD of SiNW-G and (b) NiNPs-G

XRD for the sample after Si deposition, shown in Figure 19 (a), clearly reveals all the characteristic Si peaks at 28.4°, 47.3°, 56.1°, 69.1°, and 76.4° for the planes 111, 220, 311, 400 and 331, respectively. The graphene and nickel peaks disappear as the graphene becomes covered by Si. The Ni NPs are expected to convert to Nickel silicide as per the VSS mechanism described in section 2.2.2, but the peaks for Nickel silicide are not present due to the very small amount compared to the Si material.
Raman spectroscopy is useful not only for material identification but more importantly to reveal more features of graphene and carbon coating. The peak at 520 cm\(^{-1}\) in Figure 20 (a) belongs to silicon and it shifts to 500 cm\(^{-1}\) after carbon coating with Toluene as shown in (b). The decrease in the peak wave number means that there are external stresses on the Si crystal lattice, which indicates successful formation of a layer of amorphous carbon around the Si.

Figure 20: Raman spectroscopy of (a) SiNW on graphene and (b) Carbon-coated SiNW on graphene
The characteristic graphene peaks are at 1357.6 cm$^{-1}$ and 1611 cm$^{-1}$, known as D and G-bands in literature. The presence of the D band correlate with the presence of defects such as edges, dislocations, cracks or vacancies in graphitic materials, which are characteristic of graphene.\textsuperscript{58} This reveals

3.2.3  Mass ratio determination – TGA

TGA was done to determine the ratio of graphene in the sample, shown in the figure below. This result shows a mass drop to 51\% which can be estimated to 50 wt\% due to the slight mass increase of silicon oxidation that starts around 750°C.

![Figure 21: TGA of SiNW-G](image)

Figure 21: TGA of SiNW-G
4. Electrode fabrication and testing

4.1 Effect of increasing Si NW content

4.1.1 Purpose of study

The first parameter to control is the Si content. The purpose of this study is to find an optimal amount of Si for good stability yet reasonable capacity. It is expected that the higher the Si mass the higher capacity of the material but the lower the stability. The lower the Si content, the higher the stability of the material but the lower the capacity.

Furthermore, the study was done without carbon coating with toluene to see the optimal performance that can be achieved with just SiNWs on graphene by only controlling the Si/Graphene ratio.

4.1.2 Experimental

The amount of Si mass grown on graphene is simply controlled by the amount of SiCl\textsubscript{4} used in the injection. No carbon coating step with toluene was used as that will be investigated in section 4.3.

The electrode was prepared by mixing the SiNW-G active material with 20 wt% Carbon Super P and 20 wt% NaCMC and then casting the slurry on copper foil using doctor blade followed by vacuum oven drying for 12 h at 100 °C. Disc shaped electrodes were punched from that cast and the weighed. Blank copper foil discs were also weighed. The mass of the SiNW-G active material was determined by subtracting the copper foil weight from the electrode weight and factoring out the added 40% binder and Carbon Super P weight.
4.1.3 Results and discussion

Low silicon content

Morphology

The SEM image in Figure 22 reveal SiNWs with an average diameter of 40 nm that are not agglomerated together and containing voids between them for later stress relaxation. Some wires are grown horizontally along the surface of graphene and many others are grown away suspended from the graphene surface.

![SEM images of low loading SiNW-G](image)

**Figure 22: SEM images of low loading SiNW-G**

The Si NWs are not completely covering the graphene with a clearly visible graphene sheets.
Electrochemical testing

Figure 23: Electrochemical data of non-carbon coated SiNW-G with NaCMC binder, low Si content batch. (a) Voltage profile (b) Low rate (0.1 A/g) cycling (c) rate capability.

The electrochemical testing results show highly stable capacity at 550 mAh/g capacity which remains stable after several cycles. The capacity is higher than the commercial graphite capacity and the graphene theoretical at this voltage range of 0.01-1.5 V is expected to be close to the graphite (350 mAh/g). The voltage profile clearly shows the Si behavior with a plateau around 0.5 V during charging. The charge profile close to 1.5 V reveals the influence of the graphene in the electrochemical delithiation since the profile for pure Si is much steeper.
Even though the capacity is very stable, it is too low for this material to be competitive compared with literature studies of Si-based composites. A capacity above 1000 mAh/g for low rate is desired for this material to be comparable with literature studies of stable Si-based material, which is investigated in the next section.

The high stability upon increasing the current shows the role of graphene for good rate capability, but the capacity is still too low.

One other drawback of using high ratio of graphene is the poor first cycle efficiency, which is only 55% for this material. The negative effect of this is realized more critically when a full cell with limited source of Li-ions, such as LiCoO$_2$, as opposed to the unlimited supply of Li-ions from metallic lithium in the half cell. For this material to be considered for full cell applications, a 55% coulombic efficiency is too low – only 55% of Li-ions taken from a cathode would be available for reversible capacity. Graphene material is known to irreversibly trap Li ions on the first cycle first cycle coulombic efficiency as low as 30% for pure graphene.

**High silicon content**

**Morphology**

Increasing the Si amount completely covered the graphene that it is no longer visible as shown in Figure 24. The SiNWs were the same size as before (40 nm average diameter), except they were packed together in a highly dense network.
Electrochemical testing showed an increase in both the initial capacity close to 1650 mAh/g discharge and 1250 mAh/g charge and 80% first cycle efficiency, as shown in Figure 25 (a). However the stability is very poor with rapid capacity decay to 300 mAh/g after 25 cycles. This can be attributed to the loss of electrical contact with the carbon super P additive over cycling and the low overall structural stability with little space to accommodate the volume expansion of SiNWs. The voltage profile shows a much a stronger plateau around 0.4 V and a much steeper charge profile close to 1-2 V because of the dominant contribution of Si to the active material.
4.2 Effect of carbon coating

4.2.1 Purpose of this study
It was found that adding a high amount of Si helped increase the capacity over 1000 mAh/g and the coulombic efficiency to 80% but the capacity decay was very rapid. This section investigates the effect of adding a carbon coating step to further improve the capacity and stability of the material while keeping a reversible capacity above 1000 mAh/g.

4.2.2 Experimental
Carbon coating was done by injecting Toluene (under room temperature, no ice bath) in the CVD system (see Error! Reference source not found.) at 900°C under 300 sccm H₂ flow (reduced from 500 sccm due to the higher vapor pressure of Toluene). Typically 50 µL of toluene is injected after 300 µL of SiCl₄ added to 15 mg of G-NiNPs, yielding approximately 10% carbon coating in the whole SiNW-G-C material.

For electrochemical testing, the electrode was prepared with 70wt% SiNW-G-C material, 20 wt% NaCMC and 10wt% Carbon Super P and casted on copper foil with Doctor blade. The ratio of Carbon Super P was reduced because of amorphous carbon already added in the carbon coating step.

4.2.3 Results and discussion
Morphology
SEM was done to show the carbon-coated SiNWs. Figure 26 (a) shows the 40 nm NiNPs on Graphene that was used to grow the SiNWs. Figure 26 (b) shows the carbon-coated SiNW. It is
clearly evident that the diameter of the wires increased much more than previous batches and more than the size controlled by the Ni Catalyst as per the VSS mechanism.

Figure 26: SEM image of (a) G-NiNPs and (b) Carbon coated Si NWs on Graphene

This increase in diameter points to the presence of carbon coating around the wires. Raman spectroscopy of this batch was already discussed in section 3.2, Figure 20 which showed that the Si peak was shifted from 520 cm$^{-1}$ to 500 cm$^{-1}$ due to the external stress on the Si lattice from the carbon coating.

**Electrochemical testing**

Electrochemical testing showed a significant increase in the stability of the material with the capacity reaching 600 mAh/g after 20 cycles as opposed to 300 mAh/g after 20 cycles for the previous batch with the same initial discharge capacity of 1650 mAh/g. There was definitely a lower rate of decrease in capacity. Furthermore, even though a medium amount of silicon was
used (less than the high silicon loading batch in the previous section), the initial capacity was comparable, showing the role C-coating played in improving the capacity. This could be due to improved electron transport to SiNWs surfaces with no contact to graphene or carbon super P. The first cycle efficiency is 60% due to the larger ratio of graphene.
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Figure 27: (a) cycling and (b) voltage profile of C-coated SiNW with NaCMC

Furthermore, the SEI layer formation on SiNWs can be more stable with if separated from the Si surface with a carbon layer. 59, 60

However, while the stability is better than the previous batches, it is still not good enough for this material to be usable for PHEV and HEV applications that require long lifetime. A reduction of capacity below 600 mAh/g after 40 cycles is inferior to other reported graphene/silicon composites. 42, 43 Therefore, some improvements in electrode preparation are required to maximize the performance of this material.

In the next section, the type of binder will be investigated to further improve the capacity and stability of the material.
4.3 Effect of binder

4.3.1 Purpose of this study

Previous batches have shown that adjusting the silicon content and adding a carbon coating step was not enough to achieve high capacity (above 1000 mAh/g reversible) and high stability performance. The final element of electrode structure is the polymer binder. In previous batches, NaCMC has been used which only provides structural stability, but does not improve the 3D conductivity.

A self-standing, binder-free electrode will be studied as a control to see the performance without binder, but it itself is an interesting electrode structure since it removes the copper foil inactive mass which increases the actual specific capacity of the whole electrode (per mass of electrode not just active material), and also has been studied in literature for flexible battery applications.\(^6\)

The second electrode structure studied would include a binder which improves the 3D conductivity of the electrode: pyrolyzed PAN (PPAN).\(^6\) The inability to increase the initial capacity to above 1600 mAh/g and the reversible capacity to above 1000 mAh/g may be due to the inaccessibility of some SiNWs by Li ions due to low electrical contact between the graphene nanosheets. Graphene has great 2D conductivity, but it suffers in terms of 3D conductivity. The inclusion of PPAN which synergistically acts as a binder and conductive coating may enhance the overall performance of the battery.
4.3.2 Experimental

4.3.2.1 Preparation of Self-Standing, binder-free C-coated SiNW-G

To produce self-standing SiNW-G, the initial G-NiNPs template is developed in a way that forms a stable self-standing film without the need for a copper foil support or binder. In order to do that, an additional step is added after drying the GO-Ni(NO$_3$)$_2$.6H$_2$O mixture. If the dried film that remains on the beaker is immediately removed after drying then the CVD process would result in a powder not a self-standing film, but if it is left for further heating at 90°C under the hot plate for 1 hour the film starts to become more stable and remains self-standing even after undergoing the SiCl$_4$ CVD at high temperature. This could be due to the partial reduction of GO and dehydration of Ni(NO$_3$)$_2$.6H$_2$O. After SiNW growth, the film was cut into small disc-like shapes for coin cell assembly and weighed. Pictures of the films are shown below. The entire mass of the self-standing electrode was used for capacity calculation and current calculation.

![Figure 28: Self-standing electrodes of C-coated SiNW-G](image)
4.3.2.2 Preparation of C-coated SiNW-G-PPAN electrodes

To prepare this electrode, firstly the C-coated SiNW-G material is prepared as previously described in section 3. A mixture of 70 wt% SiNW-G and 30 wt% PAN is prepared by a combination of physical and ultrasonic mixing. Ultrasonic mixing is important for the polymer to reach between the SiNW-G sheets. A thick slurry is then obtained and casted on copper foil current collector.

Electrodes were then punched and the SiNW-G mass was obtained. The electrodes were then heat treated at 550 °C for 2 hours in Argon atmosphere to partially carbonize the PAN and enhance the 3D conductivity of the electrode material. The electrode remained intact and well attached to the current collector after heat treatment.

4.3.3 Results and discussion

4.3.3.1 Self-Standing, C-coated SiNW-G

Morphology of this material is the same one as shown in Figure 26.

Electrochemical performance

The battery performance is slightly worse than the same batch with NaCMC binder showing that the NaCMC binder played some role in enhancing the performance of the material, but only slightly. The initial capacity is comparable to the batch with NaCMC binder (~1600 mAh/g) but the capacity drop is slightly sharper going all the way to down to 350 mAh/g after 45 cycles.
The same material casted with 20wt% NaCMC binder and 10wt% Carbon Super P stayed at 500 mAh/g after 45 cycles, as shown in Figure 27. The voltage profile shows similar behaviour.

4.3.3.2 SiNW-G with PPAN

The morphology and structural characterization of this material was already discussed in section 3.3

Electrochemical performance

The electrochemical testing of this electrode structure showed a great boost in performance with much higher capacity and stability. An initial discharge and charge capacity close to 2100 mAh/g and 1500 mAh/g (respectively) and efficiency of 65% was observed as shown in Figure 30 a).
Figure 30: Electrochemical performance of SiNW-G-PPAN showing (a) First 5 cycles at 0.1 A/g b) remaining cycles at 0.1 A/g (c) Voltage profile and (d) CV profile

Continued cycling up at 0.1 A/g up to 100 cycles in b) show much improved stability from all other batches with 33% capacity from ~1200 mAh/g to ~800 mAh/g, corresponding to 0.33% capacity drop per cycle only. The voltage profile shows the signature silicon profile as before. Cycling Voltammetry (CV) was done with a scan rate of 0.05 mV s\(^{-1}\) at 0.01-2 V range, as shown in Figure 30 d). The first CV cycle shows a peak starting at 0.15 V all the way to 0.01 V corresponding to the cathodic lithiation of Si to Li\(_x\)Si\(^\text{63}\). The anodic peaks at 0.32 V and 0.51 V correspond to the delithiation of Li\(_x\)Si back to Si. The subsequent cycles show an additional cathodic peak appearing at 0.20 V which becomes broader and stronger with number of cycles.
together with the anodic peaks at 0.32 V and 0.51 V. This corresponds to the conversion of crystalline silicon to amorphous with the lithiation/delithiation alloying/de-alloying mechanism.

Figure 31: (a) Voltage profile and (b) Cycle data of Graphene reference material at 0.1 A/g

As a reference, graphene material without SiNW was also electrochemically tested in the same voltage range at 0.1 A/g showing distinctly different voltage profile features as shown in Figure 31 a). The long plateau on the first discharge and charge that are unique to silicon are not present. Cycle data in b) show a very low first cycle efficiency of 30% which is less than half of that for SiNW-G. The reversible capacity is around 380 mAh/g showing that only approximately 35% of the capacity contribution comes from graphene and the remaining comes from silicon for cycling at 0.1 A/g.

The low coulombic efficiency of graphene has been attributed to the trapping of Li ions in the defect sites of graphene in addition to the SEI layer formation on the electrode. When lower ratio of graphene is used in the electrode, the extent of Li ion trapping in graphene defect sites decreases and hence the first cycle efficiency of the SiNW-G composite is increased to 65%.
Even lower graphene content as discussed in the first batch with high silicon loading showed 80% first cycle efficiency but without sufficient stability.
4.4 Further analysis of optimal batch SiNW-G-PPAN

4.4.1 Rate capability analysis

To test the rate capability of the material, the battery cycler is set with incremental current values every 5 cycles for both discharge and charge as shown in Figure 32 a). The voltage profile in b) shows the typical Si values as before and the distinct Si features dominating in activity even at a very high current of 10 A/g. Long range cycling at 1.7 A/g and 6.8 A/g as shown in c) and d) respectively show good capacity and stability even at high current. This is particularly the case for the one running at 6.8 A/g with the most superior stability of all other cells. This could be due to the fact that at such high current, Li ions are only able to reach the outer shell of Si NWs leaving un-reacted Si core which may stabilize the wire morphology.

![Graphs a), b), c), d) showing rate capability analysis.
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Figure 32: SiNW-G-PPAN battery performance for (a) rate capability cycling, (b) rate capability V profiles, (c) cycling at 1.7 A/g after 5 cycles conditioning, and (d) cycling at 6.8 A/g after 5 cycles conditioning.

Figure 33 shows extended rate capability with continued cycling at 2A/g for 100 cycles compared with the graphene and unsupported SiNWs. This curve shows that at high current, the capacity of stand-alone graphene or standalone SiNWs are only a fraction of the SiNW-G composite. The rate capability data of the SiNW reference shows much larger capacity drops between each current interval. The Graphene reference shows the lowest capacity drops but also the lowest overall capacity. Overall, the SiNW-G material shows more than 3 times the capacity at high charge/discharge rate which shows the synergestic performance of SiNWs grown on Graphene.

Figure 33: Rate capability comparison with SiNW-G, SiNW without G, and G reference.

The ability to maintain higher capacity despite increasing the current shows that the fast electron mobility required at such high currents is matched with the fast electron mobility possible at the interface between silicon and graphene which is not achievable without the graphene surface.
4.4.2 EIS analysis

EIS was done the SiNW-G electrode after the first discharge as shown in Figure 34 (a). This analysis is useful to see the SEI layer formation that is most significant on the first discharge. The plot looks almost identical to the Niqyuist plots of the equivalent circuit model reported in literature that accounts for SEI layer formation. Figure 34 (b) Show a comparative EIS plot after 100 cycles of SiNW-G, G ref, and SiNW ref clearly showing the superior 3D conductivity of the SiNW-G with lowest impedance values, corresponding to low resistance. It is also important to note that the impedance dropped dramatically from the first discharge to the 100th discharge indicating the role lithiation and activation of the material has in further reducing the internal resistance of the cell. This may also explain the lower impedance values for SiNW-G than G which may be due to the much higher extent of lithiation. It can also be due to the superior 3D conductivity provided by the carbon-coated SiNWs electrically linking the graphene sheets together as opposed to standalone graphene sheets.

![EIS data after (a) first discharge of SiNW-G and (b) 100th discharge for SiNW-G, SiNW and G electrodes](image)

Figure 34: EIS data after (a) first discharge of SiNW-G and (b) 100th discharge for SiNW-G, SiNW and G electrodes
The charge transfer resistance in the model explained in section 3, relates to the end of the semicircle, with the lowest value around 15 ohms for SiNW-G followed by 22 ohms for graphene and 40 ohms for non-supported SiNWs. This reinforces the superior rate capability of the SiNW-G material with the lowest charge transfer resistance enabling fastest charge/discharge rates.

4.4.3 TEM after testing

After 100 cycles were completed, the coin cell was carefully opened using pliers, and the cycled electrode was taken out and washed with DMC to remove any traces of electrolyte and organic solvent. A segment was cut from the electrode and dispersed in ethanol with ultrasonic bath, and the resulting material was prepared for TEM imaging.

The TEM results show that the electrode nanostructure was maintained even after 100 cycles. Clearly, SiNW remained intact on the graphene nanosheets and surrounded by carbon material.
The increase in O content is likely from the organic deposits in the SEI layer in the form of lithium carbonate (Li$_2$CO$_3$) and lithium alkyl carbonates (ROCO$_2$Li).  

5. Summary and Future Work

To summarize, silicon nanowires (SiNWs) were successfully grown on graphene (G) nanosheets via the more battery-suitable and cheaper nickel (Ni) catalyst as anode material for high performance lithium ion batteries. Different electrode compositions were investigated until optimal performance was achieved. The primary objective was to investigate this novel SiNW-G nanostructure as a high capacity, high rate capability anode material.

The first electrode composition studied was to see the effect of controlling the SiNWs content, and it was found that too high SiNW amount (above 70 wt%) had higher capacity but very low stability, and too low SiNW content (below 30 wt%) showed superior stability but very low capacity. It was recommended to use 50 wt% SiNW (including Ni mass) with 50 wt% graphene support as a good compromise to achieve good capacity with good stability.

The second electrode composition studied was to see the effect of carbon coating on improving the stability and capacity, and it was found that even though 50wt% SiNW was used higher first cycle discharge was achieved and even higher reversible capacity than in the first study containing 70 wt% SiNW without carbon-coating. But the stability and reversible capacity was still significantly lower than the theoretical maximum of the SiNW-G material.
The third and final study investigated the effect of changing the electrode binder from Sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (NaCMC) to polyacrylonitrile (PAN) followed by pyrolyzing at 550 °C in Argon to achieve dual functionality of binding and conductive coating to enhance the 3D conductivity and stability. The electrochemical testing showed the best performance was achieved with this electrode composition with superior capacity, stability and rate capability.

5.1 Recommendation for Future Work

For future direction, the following can be recommended:

1. Further optimize the material and electrode composition to further improve the long range stability in the order of 500-5000 cycles to be compatible with industrial life time specifications. The following methods may be investigated for that purpose:
   a. Place a capacity cap as conditioning for the battery to leave some un-reacted Si core which may further stabilize the material. This requires investigation to find the optimal capacity limit that does not sacrifice too much capacity while yielding excellent long range stability.
   b. Investigate the effect of using higher amount of FEC in the electrolyte and see whether the cost increase is justified by the hoped stability improvement

2. Investigate different types of graphene supports other than by chemical reduction of graphene oxide. Particularly select graphene material with highest possible conductivity.

3. Investigate other carbon coating methods to avoid using Toluene which is a toxic material. Sugar-based carbon coating might be a good start.

4. Try different compositions and testing conditions that allow higher first cycle efficiency, for example by increasing the silicon loading but reducing the voltage range and placing capacity limits as in point 1.
5. Investigate self-standing SiNW-G structure with higher 3D conductivity and stability. Self-standing material without the added inactive mass of copper foil can be very promising for flexibility and higher capacity per mass of the whole electrode (not just per mass of active material).

6. Investigate electrode fabrication with much higher loading than 0.5 mg per cm$^2$ for industrial scalability. This may also need investigation of other binders and 3D electrode structure if the pyrolyzing of PAN at high loading can cause material detachment from the copper foil.
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